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Abstract

Since the beginning of the space era, a significant amount of debris has progressively been generated. Most of the objects launched
into space are still orbiting the Earth and today these objects represent a threat as the presence of space debris incurs risk of collision
and damage to operational satellites. A credible solution has emerged over the recent years: actively removing debris objects by
capturing them and disposing of them.

This paper provides an update to the mission baseline and concept of operations of the EC FP7 RemoveDEBRIS mission drawing
on the expertise of some of Europe’s most prominent space institutions in order to demonstrate key active debris remove (ADR)
technologies in a low-cost ambitious manner. The mission will consist of a microsatellite platform (chaser) that ejects 2 CubeSats
(targets). These targets will assist with a range of strategically important ADR technology demonstrations including net capture,
harpoon capture and vision-based navigation using a standard camera and LiDAR. The chaser will also host a drag sail for orbital
lifetime reduction.

The mission baseline has been revised to take into account feedback from international and national space policy providers in
terms of risk and compliance and a suitable launch option is selected. A launch in 2017 is targeted. The RemoveDEBRIS mission
aims to be one of the world’s first in-orbit demonstrations of key technologies for active debris removal and is a vital prerequisite to
achieving the ultimate goal of a cleaner Earth orbital environment.

Keywords: debris removal, ADR, deorbiting, net, harpoon, vision-based navigation, dragsail

1. Introduction

Removedebris is a low cost mission aiming to perform key
Active Debris Removal (ADR) technology demonstrations

including the use of a net, a harpoon, vision-based navigation
and a dragsail in a realistic space operational environment, due
for launch in 2017. For the purposes of the mission CubeSats are
ejected then used as targets instead of real space debris, which
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is an important step towards a fully operational ADR mission.
This paper presents an update on the preliminary design for
the RemoveDEBRIS mission from [1, 2], which is currently
progressing through its design phases.

The project consortium partners with their responsibilities are
given in Table 1.

1.1. Literature
In the field of ADR, there are a wide range of conceptual

studies. ESA has produced a range of CleanSpace roadmaps,
two of which focus on (a) space debris mitigation and (b) tech-
nologies for space debris remediation. ESA’s service orientated
ADR (SOADR) design phases involved the analysis of a mis-
sion that could remove very heavy debris from orbit examining
both the technical challenges and the business aspects of mul-
tiple ADR missions [3, 4, 5]. ESA has conducted industrial
phase-A studies, as well as internal exercises as part of the
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Table 1: RemoveDebris Consortium Partners. †vision-based navigation

Partner Responsibility
SSC (Surrey Space Centre) Project management,

CubeSats, dragsail,
harpoon target assembly

SSTL Platform technical lead,
operations

Airbus DS Germany Net
Airbus DS France Mission and systems

technical lead, VBN†

Airbus DS UK Harpoon
ISIS CubeSat deployers
CSEM LiDAR camera
Inria VBN algorithms
Stellenbosch University CubeSat avionics

‘e.Deorbit’ programme, an element of the agency CleanSpace
initiative [6]. ESA’s Satellite Servicing Building Blocks (SBB)
study originally examined remote maintenance of geostationary
telecommunications satellites using a robotic arm [7]. Aviospace
have been involved with some ADR studies. The Capture and
De-orbiting Technologies (CADET) study examined attitude
estimation and non-cooperative approach using a visual and
infra-red system. Airbus’s and Aviospace’s Heavy Active Debris
Removal (HADR) study examined trade-offs for different ADR
technologies, especially including flexible link capture systems.

In addition to the various conceptual studies, a range of mis-
sions are planning to test specific ADR technologies. DLR’s
(German space agency) DEOS (Deutsche Orbital Servicing Mis-
sion) aims to rendezvous with a non-cooperative and tumbling
spacecraft by means of a robotic manipulator system accommo-
dated on a servicing satellite [8]. CleanSpace One, a collabo-
ration with EPFL and Swiss Space Systems (S3), aims to use
microsatellites with a robotic arm to demonstrate ADR technolo-
gies [9]. Other missions of interest include the First European
System for Active Debris Removal with Nets (ADR1EN), which
aims to validate and qualify a net for space and BETS (pro-
pellantless deorbiting of space debris by bare electrodynamic
tethers).

Among research programmes from major space agencies,
there is also a range of smaller subsets of ADR literature.
Chamot at MIT and EPFL has considered the design of three dis-
tinct architectures for debris removal depending on how reusable
the chaser vehicle is [10]. The ion-beam shepherd is a poten-
tial debris removal solution that has been discussed extensively
[11]. In addition, a focus on tether dynamics between chaser and
target is becoming a wider area of interest [4, 12, 13]. A final
mention is the use of gecko adhesives and polyurethane foam
which have both been considered for debris removal applications
[14, 15, 16].

As mentioned, robotic arms have been considered in several
past studies. Airbus DS has spent significant resources in the
design of robotic arm, net [17], and harpoon demonstrators for
use in space, which are alternatives to the robotic arm. The

net, in particular, is considered by some studies to be the most
robust method for debris removal, requiring the least knowledge
about the target object [4]. The RemoveDEBRIS mission aims
to demonstrate these technologies for the first time in space.
Airbus DS are also involved in the development of vision-based
relative navigation systems, which would be necessary for future
debris removal missions [18, 19].

1.2. Paper Structure

Section II details the mission and systems engineering aspects
giving information on the primary experiments. It also gives
information on orbit selection and deorbiting times. Section
III outlines the high level design of the platform. Section IV
examines the CubeSats in the mission. Section V details the
individual payload design. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper and outlines key contributions to the field.

2. Mission

2.1. In-orbit Demonstrations

This section details the several in-orbit demonstrations in
the mission. The three primary experiments are performed se-
quentially; with data from each being downloaded before the
commencement of the next experiment. There is expected to be
6 month of mission operations.

2.1.1. Net Experiment
The net scenario is shown in Figure 1 and is designed to help

mature net capture technology in space. In this experiment,
initially the first CubeSat (net), DS-1, is ejected by the platform
at a low velocity (∼ 5 cm/s). DS-1 proceeds to inflate a balloon
which, as well as acting as a deorbiting technology, provides
a larger target area of 1 m. A net from the platform is then
ejected when the DS-1 is at 7 m distance. Once the net (now
5 m in size) hits the target, deployment masses at the end of
the net wrap around and entangle the target and motor driven
winches reel in the neck of the net preventing re-opening of
the net. The CubeSat is then left to deorbit at an accelerated
rate due to the large surface area of the balloon. During the net
demonstration, two supervision cameras record images which
are downloaded afterwards to ground to assess the success of
the net demonstration.

2.1.2. Harpoon (HTA) Experiment
The harpoon scenario in Figure 2 uses a deployable target that

extends outwards from the platform which is used as a target for
the harpoon. The harpoon and the deployable target form the
harpoon target assembly (HTA). The distance for harpoon firing
is 1.5 m on a 10 × 10 cm target. The harpoon is designed with a
flip-out locking mechanism that prevents the tether from pulling
out of the target. As for net and harpoon demonstrations, success
will be assessed by the images collected by the 2 supervision
cameras up to 100 f ps.
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Fig. 1: Net Experiment. This figure shows the sequence in the net experiment: (a) DS-1 CubeSat ejection, (b) balloon inflation, (c) net capture, (d) deorbiting.

Fig. 2: Harpoon Experiment. This figure shows the sequence in the harpoon experiment: (a) initial configuration, (b) deployable target deployed, (c) harpoon
capture.

Fig. 3: VBN Experiment. This figure shows the sequence in the VBN experiment: (a) DS-2 CubeSat ejection, (b) VBN manoeuvres.

2.1.3. VBN Experiment
The VBN experiment is shown in Figure 3. In this experiment,

the second CubeSat, DS-2, is ejected by the platform at very
low velocity (∼ 2 cm/s) out of the orbit plan (AoA: 110◦, bank
angle: 80◦). The deployment direction is defined to comply
with safety constraints and VBN demonstration needs (lightning,
background, range). The VBN system (including LiDAR) uses
the previous net and harpoon experiments to calibrate itself. The
DS-2 deployment direction enables to meet VBN objectives
without need of platform boost. Platform attitude needs to be
controlled in open loop only. Data, imagery and GPS data
collected during VBN demonstration over few orbits are later
post-processed on ground.

2.1.4. Other Experiments
The RemoveDEBRIS mission, in addition to performing the

three primary experiments, also aims to test a few other devel-
oped technologies. These include new platform avionics and a
10 m2 drag sail. These experiments are to be performed after the
primary experiments and are explained in further depth in the
payload section.

2.2. Representativeness and Scalability of Experiments

The degree of realism to which the on-board experiments
represent full operational ADR scenarios, depends strongly on
the future targets to be removed. Much research has shown that
the removal of several heavier pieces of debris from space is one
potential option [5]. As mentioned previously ESA is currently
focusing on the removal of a larger piece of space debris through
the CleanSpace initiative [6]. The heavier debris considered in

this scenario is several tonnes in size. From a scability perspec-
tive, the net and harpoon demonstrated on RemoveDebris are
smaller scaled down versions of those considered for e.Deorbit.
This is because the same Airbus DS teams that are working on
the e.Deorbit scenario are present on this RemoveDebris mission.
The net system is virtually the same system but smaller. The
core difference in the harpoon system is that the RemoveDe-
bris version uses a cold gas generator to provide the pressure
to fire the harpoon. However, it is to be noted that core the
harpoon system, projectile, and target material is the same for
both scenarios.

Regarding the representativeness of firing a harpoon on to a
target plate, as opposed to an uncooperative target, the exper-
imental setup is still extremely valuable. Firstly, this will be
the first firing of a harpoon system in space and will elevate
the system’s TRL. The complexities of firing a harpoon on to
an uncooperative target are not to be underestimated. Firstly
a chaser would have to rendezvous and match attitudes with
target. Then the chaser would have to very precisely point and
fire the harpoon (initial estimates require an accuracy of greater
than 1.5 degrees). Both of these require a precision closed loop
attitude system on-board the chaser. Apart from the complexities
of the chaser AOCS system, firing a tethered harpoon on to an
independent target also can result in a ‘bounce-back collision’,
where the resulting target and harpoon return to hit the chaser.
This presents very high risk to the mission and the current ex-
perimental setup provides a good compromise on this mission,
which is also acceptable to the licensing authorities.
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A final note is on the use of CubeSats as artificial debris
targets. A prime advantage of doing this (apart from the fact
that if real debris was used, the chaser would have to move
itself to the debris and rendezvous) is that this avoids any legal
issues with targeting, capturing or deorbiting debris that is legally
owned by other entities, which would require the consent of the
debris owner.

2.3. Mission, Launch and Orbit

2.3.1. Orbit Selection
One possibility under consideration is that the RemoveDE-

BRIS platform could be launched from the ISS and accommo-
dated within Dragon (SpaceX) or Cygnus (Orbital ATK) cargo.
The platform would transit inside ISS before being ejected from
the Japanese module using the Special Purpose Dexterous Ma-
nipulator (SPDM). There are various practical reasons for the
selection of the ISS: (a) Nanoracks is expanding its business line
to accommodate the launch of larger spacecraft from the ISS,
as opposed to just CubeSats, which now presents a competitive
launch option; (b) the altitude of the ISS is low enough to guar-
antee that there will be no violation of 25 year deorbitation laws
(see deorbit times section) which provides more confidence to
the UK space agency (the prime’s regulatory body) in licensing
the mission.

Hence, the mission baseline orbit is the ISS orbit (51.6◦) and
approximately a 400 km altitude, circular at the beginning. For
further information about the mission trade-offs see [20].

2.3.2. Mission Timeline
Figure 4 shows the mission space segment for the proposed

launch. Operations for the RemoveDEBRIS mission will be car-
ried out from SSTL’s Mission Operations Centre in Guildford.
SSTL’s standard operations procedures will be used, which are
compatible with the SSTL designed platform operational require-
ments and characteristics. Figure 5 is the mission timeline which
shows the order in which experiments are to be performed.

2.3.3. Deorbit Times
The mission aims to comply with legal requirements for de-

orbiting including that objects placed in LEO (low Earth orbit)
should naturally deorbit within 25 years, a key requirement of
the UK Outer Space Act (OSA, 1986) and the French Space
Operations Act (2008).

Table 2: RemoveDEBRIS Deorbit Times. From STELA (in 2016, from
400 km).

Object Nominal Orbit Lifetime (yrs)
Platform (RemoveSAT) 2
DS-1 (Net) 0.4
DS-2 (VBN) 0.5
Net (alone) 0.5
Harpoon (alone) 2
Various packages have been used to calculate the deorbit time

for all objects placed in space including ESA’s DRAMA (debris
risk assessment and mitigation analysis) and CNES’s STELA
(semi-analytic tool for end of life analysis) [21]. In this research

we present the results from STELA for each space object. Var-
ious interdisciplinary topics are involved in the evaluation of
the orbital lifetime, including solar activity prediction and its
effect on the atmospheric density, solar radiation pressure and
drag modelling, third body effects as well as complex gravity
models implementation. However, semi-analytical propagation
techniques allow to evaluate the reentry duration in a reasonable
computational time [22]. STELA has been validated by compar-
ison to simulations based on fully numerical integration as well
as real trajectories [23]. Table 2 summarises the preliminary
results obtained. The results show that the compliance to the 25
years rule is easily achieved for all the objects, even for the main
platform when the drag sail is not deployed.
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Fig. 4: Overview of Mission Segments. This figure shows the three mission segments: launch, space, ground.
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Fig. 5: Mission Timeline. This figure shows the order in which experiments are performed, with very approximate altitudes for the experiments. All the capture
experiments are planned to happen between 250 km and 350 km. The exact timing (and altitudes) will depend on the operations sequence which is to be precisely
defined.
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3. RemoveSAT: Platform

The RemoveDebris platform, RemoveSAT, utilises the next
generation of low earth orbit spacecraft avionics systems and
structural design being developed at SSTL called the X-Series
[24]. The X-Series architecture is based on a modular and
expandable philosophy that utilises common modules. This
allows the system to be adaptable to varying mission applications
and requirements.

3.1. Design Principles and Drivers
The X-Series platforms are being developed with some key

drivers and principles in mind. These are a combination of (a)
principles that SSTL have employed successfully in delivering
small satellites in the last 30 years, and (b) new approaches that
are enabled by SSTL’s evolution as a company in the last 10
years, specifically the recently developed in house capabilities
for batch/mass production and automated test. These key drivers
and principles can be summarised as follows:

• The use of mature, well developed non space specific pro-
tocols such as CAN and LIN.

• On board autonomy, resulting in the elimination of the need
for expensive, constantly manned ground segments.

• Robustness and redundancy; simple and robust operational
modes that deliver competitive payload availability perfor-
mance with multiple backup functionality and equipments
on board to assure mission lifetime and guard against un-
foreseen and random outages and failures.

• The use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components
and technologies building on over 30 years of successful
implementation on operational missions.

• Modularity; investing the development of only a few key
new systems that can be arranged in configurations to de-
liver a wide variety of performance and capacity variations
depending on mission requirements.

• Low recurrent costs at ‘unit’ level; maximising the use
of automated manufacture and test capabilities to reduce
expensive manpower costs, thereby achieving an extremely
low unit level cost.

From an operations concept and fault detection, isolation and
recovery (FDIR) point of view, the new design is functionally
identical to the previous generation of SSTL spacecraft thus
benefiting from the process of continuous refinement over three
decades of SSTL small satellite mission design and operations.

3.2. X50 Structure
The RemoveDebris platform is a derivative of the SSTL X-

series platform that has been customised for an ISS deployment.
The RemoveDebris mission provides an excellent opportunity to
demonstrate the adaptability and modularity of this new platform.
The primary function of the platform structure is to provide ap-
propriate accommodation and environmental conditions for the

payload and avionics; its main tasks include: (a) interfacing
with the launch vehicle, (b) providing appropriate accommoda-
tion and alignment of the payloads, (c) providing appropriate
accommodation for the avionics subsystems, (d) maintaining
acceptable environmental conditions for sub-system protection
during launch, (e) maintaining acceptable environmental condi-
tions for on-orbit sub-system operation.

The platform is based on four side panels, a payload panel,
and a separation panel as shown in Figure 6. Payloads are
mounted either on the payload panel within the payload volume
atop the avionics bay or along the side panels. This is in line
with the mission profile and operations concept which essentially
requires all payloads to be deployed in the same direction (and
monitored in that direction).

Fig. 6: Platform: Overall Structure.

The payload panel is structurally coupled to the four side
panels that make up the main supporting structure as shown in
Figure 7. The side panel are structurally coupled to the separa-
tion panel along their base edges and to each other along their
side edges at discrete locations. The side and payload panels are
made from aluminium honeycomb sandwich panels while the
separation panel is made out of machined aluminium. Three of
the four side panels are also populated with solar cells to provide
power throughout the orbit.

Below the payload panel is platform avionics bay where the
platform sub-systems are housed as shown in Figure 8; this in-
cludes items such as: magnetometers, magnetorquers, reaction
wheels, gyros, on-board computers, GPS receiver, X50 avionics
stack, and batteries. Appropriate multi-layer insulation and sec-
ond surface mirror tapes will be used to achieve the appropriate
thermal environment for the platform and payloads.
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Fig. 7: Platform: Payload Accommodation.

Fig. 8: Platform: Internal Accommodation.

The top level specifications for the RemoveDebris Platform
are captured in the Table 3. The overall dimensions of the plat-
form and mass have been reduced in order to make it compatible
with the ISS Kaber deployment system’s capability.

Table 3: RemoveDEBRIS Platform Specification.

Parameter Value
Mass < 100 kg
Payload Mass ∼ 40 kg
Envelope 0.55 m × 0.55 m × 0.72 m
Payload Downlink 2 Mbps (S-Band)
Uplink 19.2 kbps
Data Storage 2 × 64 GB

3.3. X50 Avionics and Heritage Hardware

The X50 avionics system builds on the modular and expand-
able philosophy and also improves manufacturability, integra-
tion, and testing. The avionics system is based on a cardframe
structure with backplane interconnections as shown in Figure 9.
This results in far less labour to interconnect the modules and

also simplifies integration and module insertion and replace-
ment. The new modules that have been developed for X50
avionics include: (a) Power Distribution Module (PDM), (b)
Battery Charge Module (BCM), (c) S-band Transmitter/Receiver
(STRx), (d) Payload Interface Unit (PIU). These cards are lo-
cated in the cardframe using wedgelocks for easy insertion and
extraction. The power and data interconnections are via the back-
plane, keeping the front of the cardframe free of harness and thus
allowing easy module insertion and extraction. The avionics
subsystem module cards will be housed in two 7-slot cardframe
structures; one cardframe structure is allocated for power cards
(BCM and PDM) while the other is allocated for OBDH and
STRx cards. Two of each card is flown for redundancy and
protect against failures.

The remainder of the platform is made up of heritage SSTL
subsystems and equipments. A full equipment list for the plat-
form is included in Table 4.

Fig. 9: Platform: Card Frame Assembly.

Table 4: RemoveDEBRIS Platform Equipment List and Design Status.

Equipment Qty Status
Reaction Wheels 4 Heritage
Sun Sensors 4 Heritage
Magnetorquer rods 3 Heritage
Magnetometer 2 Heritage
Gyros 4 Heritage
Gryo Control Unit 1 Heritage
AOCS Interface Module 2 Heritage
GPS: SGR-Axio Receiver 1 Heritage
GPS Patch Antennas 2 Heritage
Power Distribution Module 4 X-Series
Battery Charge Module 3 X-Series
Body Mounted Solar Panels 3 Heritage
Battery 1 Heritage
S-band Tx/Rx 2 X-Series
S-band Tx Monopoles 4 Heritage
S-band Rx Patches 4 Heritage
S-band Tx Patches 2 Heritage
OBC750 2 Heritage
Payload Interface Unit 2 X-Series
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4. DebriSATs: CubeSats

This section will outline the mission’s CubeSats, the De-
briSATs produced by the Surrey Space Centre for which further
information can be found in [25]. The CubeSats are ejected from
deployers produced by ISIS, Innovative Solutions In Space.

4.1. DS-1: Net CubeSat Hardware

DS-1 is based on a 2U CubeSat with the following dimen-
sions: 100 × 100 × 227 mm, where 1U (100 × 100 × 100 mm)
is reserved for the avionics and the remaining space is reserved
for the inflatable structure. Figure 10 shows the CubeSat struc-
ture. Figure 10 [a] shows the structure when the CubeSat is
undeployed; the avionics section is on the left and the inflatable
part on the right. The avionics section contains: the CubeSat
Release System (CRS), the assembly that connects the CubeSat
to the deployer before it is ejected, the EPS (power) board, the
OBC (flight computer) board. The inflatable section contains:
the central inflation connector system housing a cold gas gener-
ator (CGG), a solenoid valve. Figure 10 [b] shows the inflated
system, where the burn wire is burnt and the inflation system
is released by means of high torsion springs. Once the CGG is
activated, the booms simultaneously inflate forming the overall
balloon structure as in Figure 10 [c] which shows the fully in-
flated balloon including wires and membrane which resembles
an octahedron tensegrity. As DS-1 has no control system, the
CubeSat is free to tumble.

(a) Undeployed Structure

(b) Deployed I (c) Deployed II

Fig. 10: Net CubeSat (DS-1): Structure

4.2. DS-2: VBN CubeSat Hardware

In the VBN experiment, the VBN payload on the platform will
inspect the VBN CubeSat, DS-2, during a series of manoeuvres

at a range of distances and in different light conditions dependent
on the orbit. The CubeSat, DS-2, can be seen in Figure 11. The
CubeSat is a 2U where avionics are inserted throughout the
structure and the bottom part of the structure has 4 deployable
panels in the shape of a cross. The deployable panels have
no specific function except to make the CubeSat look more
like a satellite. This is to enable the VBN algorithms to see
something that closer represent a ‘real satellite’ with deployed
panels. The avionics on-board include: the GPS board, 3 × OBC
boards which contain full 3-axis (3-DoF) attitude control, the
EPS board, the burnwire board, an ISL (inter-satellite link) board
which enables communications between the CubeSat and the
platform (for transmitting back GPS, sensor and camera data),
the camera board, and solar cells. The CubeSat also has small
markers on the outer surface that can be used for tracking by the
VBN algorithms (not shown on photo).

Fig. 11: VBN CubeSat (DS-2): Structure.

4.3. Avionics

The CubeSat avionics are primarily based on the QB50 avion-
ics developed by the Surrey Space Centre and the Electronic
Systems Laboratory (ESL) at Stellenbosch University [26]. The
QB50 stack, shown in Figure 12 consists of 3 boards, the Cube-
Computer, CubeControl and CubeSense boards. The primary
boards are shown in Figure 13. The CubeComputer performs
the CubeSat processing and contains a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3
including flash for in-flight reprogramming (dual redundant), an
FPGA for flow-through error correction in case of a radiation
upset on the memory and a MicroSD card for data storage. The
CubeControl controls both magnetometers and samples con-
nected sensors. The CubeSense contains both sun and nadir
sensors. Not all of the boards are used on each CubeSat; the
boards used in each CubeSat are given in Table 5.
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Fig. 12: Avionics: QB50 Full Stack. Showing 2 distinct units.

(a) CubeComputer (b) CubeControl

(c) CubeSense

Fig. 13: Avionics: Individual Boards

Table 5: CubeSat Avionics Boards. ∗on-board computer, †electrical power
system, ‡momentum wheel, ?inter-satellite link

Cubesat Board
DS-1 (Net) CubeComputer (OBC∗) board

EPS† board
CGG & valve control board

DS-2 (VBN) CubeComputer (OBC)
CubeControl (AOCS) + 3 MW‡ board
CubeSense (sensor) board
GPS board
EPS board
Burnwire board
ISL? board
Camera board

4.3.1. CubeSat Testing
The CubeSats are undergoing a range of functional and envi-

ronmental testing including EQM vibration testing (Figure 14)
and inflatable deployment testing (Figure 15).

4.4. Deployer

The 2 target CubeSats for the RemoveDEBRIS project are
carried onboard the host satellite inside 2 dedicated CubeSat

Fig. 14: CubeSat Testing: Vibration EVT. Left: DS-1 then DS-2 ready for
testing. Right: vibration table setup with CubeSats inside TestPODs.

Fig. 15: CubeSat Testing: DS-1 Inflatable Deployment Test.

dispensers provided by ISIS, Innovative Solutions In Space. For
this particular mission ISIS is redesigning its heritage ISIPOD
CubeSat dispenser system to meet the specific mission objec-
tives for the project. Normally the CubeSat dispensers deploy
the CubeSats into orbit from an upper stage of a rocket and are
activated within the first hour of the launch. For RemoveDE-
BRIS, the CubeSats will be deployed from a host satellite, which
causes specific integration and accommodation challenges and
in addition the CubeSats will be deployed long after launch.
This has some key implications for the dispenser system. The
dispensers will be outfitted with a special CRS interface between
each CubeSat and its deployer. The function of the interface is
twofold: (a) provide an interface to enable the host satellite to
charge the batteries of the target CubeSats, (b) provide a cutting
mechanism that will separate the CubeSats from the deployers
and eject them with a specific low-speed deployment velocity.
Ideally, the ejection speed is 2 cm/s for the VBN demonstration
and 5 cm/s for the net demonstration.
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5. Payloads

5.1. Net
The Net Capture Mechanism (NETCAM) will be the first in-

orbital-flight demonstration for a system catching large orbital
debris via a high strength net. On the Remove Debris mission
artificial orbital debris of some 2 kg and 1 m diameter will be
captured, however, the 5 m net used for this demonstration is
already capable to capture debris in the 1.5 m range and to return
up to several hundred kilograms to Earth on a destructive trajec-
tory. This experiment will be the next big step after successful
demonstrations of the net deployment in both drop tower and on
a parabolic flight.

5.1.1. Net Hardware
The NETCAM design is shown in Figure 16. The NETCAM

has 275 mm diameter and a height of 225 mm. The total weight
target is 6.5 kg. The high strength fibre net will be deployed by
concentric accommodated flight weights and a central lid, inflat-
ing the net. Motors and winches in the weights are used to close
the net after successful capture of the debris. The net deployment
and closure will be achieved via redundant mechanisms.

Fig. 16: NETCAM Payload.

5.1.2. Net Testing
The net has undergone a range of functional testing including

experimentation in the Bremen drop tower and the net closure
in the Novespace A300 parabolic flight (Figure 18). A thorough

Fig. 17: Net Testing: Vibration EVT.

test programme comprising thermal vacuum, vibration testing
and net deployment testing shall ensure mission success. In July
2015 the NETCAM EQM vibration testing has been performed
(Figure 17) followed by a deployment test in the Bremen drop
tower (Figure 19).

Fig. 18: Net Testing: Novespace A300 Parabolic Flight. Target capture and
closure of 1 m net demonstrated in parabolic flight (capture top, closure bottom).

Fig. 19: Net Testing: Deployment Test in Bremen Drop Tower.
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5.2. Harpoon (HTA)

The harpoon target assembly (HTA) consists of the deploy-
able target structure and the harpoon capture system (HCS). The
former is being provided by SSC, the latter is being developed
by Airbus DS Stevenage as a mission enabling capture system
for future ADR missions. The RemoveDEBRIS mission serves
to raise the TRL of key elements of the harpoon capture system,
providing a platform to test the technology in the space environ-
ment. The HCS is designed to establish a hard point attachment
to debris and provide a link to the chaser via a flexible coupling.
A flexible link allows for deployment from a stand-off distance,
reducing the risk to the chaser during stabilisation or towing.
The HCS has several features which led to its selection:

• Low mass and volume allowing the possibility to host mul-
tiple harpoons on a single spacecraft

• Relative simplicity leading to high reliability, low develop-
ment risk and low cost

• High firing speed ensuring compatibility with objects spin-
ning at fast rates

• Ability to perform comprehensive characterisation of cap-
ture on ground

5.2.1. Deployable Target Hardware
The deployable target structure is shown in Figure 20 where

the harpoon is mounted at the top and the deployable boom at the
bottom. As the deployable boom (a coiled CPFR mono-stable
boom) extends, the target panel moves out from the structure and
platform. At 1.5 m the boom stops extended and the harpoon
firing experiment is performed. The experiment is captured
on the dual supervision cameras on the platform. After the
experiment, the boom is retracted to prevent interference with
the dragsail for when the dragsail boom is deployed later in the
mission.

Harpoon 

Deployable 
Target 
Structure 

Deployable 
Boom 

Deployable 
Target Panel 

Deployment 
Direction 

Target 
Connection 
Mechanism 

Fig. 20: Overview of the HTA Payload.

5.2.2. Harpoon Hardware
The baseline harpoon concept for large debris items was devel-

oped under internal Airbus R&D [27] and a small scale demon-
strator has been accepted for flight test on RemoveDEBRIS.
The HCS designed for RemoveDEBRIS is composed of 3 main
elements: Deployer, Projectile and Tether. The flight harpoon
payload is shown in Figure 21. The base area of the assembly is
contained within an A4 sheet of paper.

Fig. 21: RemoveDebris Harpoon Payload.

The Deployer imparts sufficient velocity to the projectile for
penetration of the target structure. Extensive ground character-
isation has established that 20 m/s is required to penetrate the
target’s aluminium honeycomb panels. Energy is provided to
the system by a gas generator mounted at the back of the De-
ployer. Upon activating gas is released into the chamber volume,
increasing the force applied against a piston. The piston is held
by a tear pin until a set failure stress is reached, resulting in the
piston propelling the projectile out of the Deployer. To provide
fault tolerance against premature deployment, a hold down and
release (HDR) mechanism is to be incorporated on the flight
model. The elements of the harpoon firing process are shown in
Figure 22.

Fig. 22: Harpoon Firing Process.

5.2.3. Harpoon Projectile
The projectile is shown in Figure 23. The projectile is de-

signed to penetrate the target panel and successfully deploy a
set of barbs on the opposite side, providing the crucial locking
interface with the target. A shroud protects the barbs during the
penetration of the structure. A key driver has been to ensure
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that the overall length of the payload is at a minimum. The
evolution of the projectile is shown in Figure 24. Verification
of the design has been performed in development testing with
the firing system and target panels, with the final version on the
right of the figure.

Fig. 23: RemoveDEBRIS Harpoon Projectile.

Fig. 24: RemoveDebris Projectile Prototypes and Evolution.

Free release of the tether is a key influence on the accuracy
of the HCS. Tests have been performed to select the ideal spool
arrangement and mounting location to minimise inaccuracy in
impact location. The tether attachment is located at the end of
the projectile. Hardware testing has shown that this arrangement
minimises the disturbance the tether may have on the harpoon
flight.

5.2.4. Harpoon and HTA Testing
A significant benefit of the harpoon is that validation of many

aspects can be performed on ground in the Airbus DS test range
shown in Figure 25. The availability of a test range allows for
many of the design challenges to be overcome and characterised
on ground before use on-orbit. The test rig has allowed many
design variables to be tested; projectile configuration, panel type,
panel offset. The availability of the test rig has allowed the rapid
prototype development and identification of key design variables
that are difficult to identify using classical design approaches.

The HTA is currently undergoing functional testing. The
structural model can be seen in Figure 26 where the deployable
target casing and the target panel can be seen separately. Fig-
ure 27 shows a deployment test where the harpoon is fired at
the deployed assembly. The harpoon can just be seen on using a
high speed camera on its way to the target panel.

Fig. 25: Airbus DS Stevenage Harpoon Test Facilities.

Fig. 26: HTA Structural Model.

Mock 
Harpoon 

HTA Mock 
Structure 

Deployable 
Target Panel 

Deployment 
Direction 

Extended  CPFR Boom 
(1.5 m total length) 

Fig. 27: HTA Testing: Deployment Tests.
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5.3. VBN
Airbus Defence and Space has been strongly involved in the

design of Vision-Based Navigation (VBN) systems over the
last years, with particular focus on applications such as plane-
tary landing and orbital rendezvous, typically in the context of
Mars Sample Return missions [19]. Based on this background
and due to the increasing interest in Active Debris Removal
(ADR), solutions for autonomous, vision-based navigation for
non-cooperative rendezvous have been investigated. Dedicated
image processing (IP) and navigation algorithms have been de-
signed at Airbus Defence and Space and INRIA to meet this
specific case, and some of them have already been tested over
synthetic images and actual pictures of various spacecraft [18].
As the next step, the VBN demonstration onboard RemoveDE-
BRIS will validate vision-based navigation equipment and al-
gorithms, through ground-based processing of actual images
acquired in flight, in conditions fully representative of ADR.
The VBN demonstration will thus fulfil the following objectives:

• Demonstrate state-of-the-art image processing and naviga-
tion algorithms based on actual flight data, acquired through
two different but complementary sensors: a standard cam-
era, and a flash imaging LiDAR.

• Validate a flash imaging LiDAR in flight

• Provide an on-board processing function in order to support
navigation.

5.3.1. VBN Hardware
Images will be captured from two main optical sensors: a con-

ventional 2D camera (passive imager) and an innovative flash
imaging LiDAR (active imager), developed by the Swiss Centre
for Electronics and Microsystems (CSEM). It will be a scaled-
down version of a 3D imaging device developed and tested in
the frame of ‘Fosternav’ FP7 project for the European Com-
mission focusing on landing and rendezvous applications. This
architecture has the particularity of providing ranging capability
by measuring the phase difference of two signals. It will be the

Fig. 28: VBN Hardware. Showing VBN Sensor and DS-2.

first time in Europe that a device based on flash imaging LiDAR
technology - considered to be a key enabling technology by the
space community for the future success of exploration missions
with landing, rendezvous and rover navigation phases - will be
used for debris tracking and capture control. Such experiment
will allow Europe to master state of the art technologies in the
field of 3D vision sensors for GNC systems. The hardware is
show in Figure 28.

5.3.2. VBN Demonstration Scenario
In a first step, 3D and 2D images will be captured from the

start of the operational phase, i.e. when DS-1 is released for
preliminary checks, monitoring purposes, as well as a first col-
lection of data covering the net experiment. In a second step,
the VBN demonstration per se will start, and will consist in
capturing images of DS-2 from various distances and over large
duration in order to make sure that the widest range of visual
configurations (in terms of distance to target, relative attitude,
light conditions, background) is reached. This will make the ex-
periment as much demonstrative as possible, while meeting the
classical duration and cost constraints of a low-cost demonstra-
tion mission. Extensive trade-offs considering various criteria
such as mission and platform complexity, safety, background,
illumination conditions, relative drift led to the choice of a tra-
jectory which is simple and passively safe but still allows a wide
range of visual configurations between RemoveSAT and DS-2.
This baseline trajectory is illustrated in Figure 29 hereafter. As
DS-2 is drifting away from RemoveSAT, the 3D and 2D cameras
will continue to collect imagery as long as Line-Of-Sight (LOS)
is maintained. Image data will be downloaded during ground
contact windows.

Fig. 29: VBN Demonstration Trajectory. Showing relative trajectory.

5.3.3. On-ground Processing
All the data acquired during the VBN experiment will be

processed on the ground with innovative IP algorithms (e.g.
2D/3D and 3D/3D matching techniques) and a specifically tuned
navigation algorithms based on an Extended Kalman Filter able
to fuse data from different sensors (e.g. camera images and
attitude sensing data).

Differential GPS and onboard attitude estimation software will
also provide ‘ground truth’ data against which the navigation
algorithms will be compared for validation and performance
assessment. Post-processing activities will allow demonstration
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Fig. 30: 2D / 3D Matching.

of performances of innovative 2D camera based navigation and
3D camera based navigation, allowing not only estimation of
relative position and velocity but also relative attitude, one of
the key drivers of successful capture of an uncooperative target.

5.4. Dragsail

The RemoveDEBRIS platform will have a Surrey Space Cen-
tre dragsail payload. The dragsail concept can be seen in Fig-
ure 31. The dragsail consists of 2 parts: an inflatable deployer
which extends the sail away from the platform (preventing the
sail from hitting any overhanging platform hardware e.g. anten-
nas), and a extension mechanism which uses a motor to unfurl
carbon fibre booms that hold the sail membrane. Figure 32
shows an external and internal view of the dragsail. The de-
ployer is an inflatable mechanism that deploys to a length of
1 m and self-hardens. The extension mechanism consists of four
booms rolled into a central distributor that allows controlled
unfurling of the sail.

5.5. Supervision Cameras

RemoveDebris platform will house two Supervision Cam-
eras each with a 60 degree field of view (FoV). The Supervi-
sion Cameras are based on SSTL’s heritage system, shown in
Figure 33, that was flown on the Technology Demonstration
Satellite-1 (TDS-1) launched in July, 2014. This camera system
uses Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) technology combining
a colour CMOS camera with a high performance machine vi-
sion lens capable of delivering video. Both camera and lens are
stripped down and all unsuitable components removed before
being ruggedised during reassembly to survive the vibration
and shock loads experienced during launch as well as making
it suitable for the space environment. The camera system will
be optimised to give a depth of field capable of meeting the
performance requirements for the demonstrations. Customised
mounting brackets will be used to point the camera in the re-
quired direction for the demonstrations. The cameras will use a
CameraLink interface to the PIU. They will acquire 8 bit images
that are 1280×1024 pixels in size with varying frame rates based
on the demonstration requirements. Figure 34 shows an image
taken of the Antenna Pointing Mechanism (APM) on TDS-1 just
after launch with Earth in the background.

Fig. 31: Dragsail Concept.

(a) Outer Structure (b) Inner Structure

Fig. 32: Dragsail Payload

Fig. 33: Supervision Camera. With housing.

Fig. 34: Supervision Camera. Image from camera on TDS-1 of APM with
Earth in the background.
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6. Conclusions

RemoveDEBRIS is aimed at performing key ADR technol-
ogy demonstrations (e.g capture, deorbiting) representative of an
operational scenario during a low-cost mission using novel key
technologies for future missions in what promises to be the first
ADR technology mission internationally. This paper has pro-
vided a pre-launch update to the mission, platform and payloads.
Key ADR technologies include the use of net and harpoon to
capture debris, vision-based navigation to target debris and a
dragsail for deorbiting. Although this is not a fully-edged ADR
mission as CubeSats are utilised as artificial debris targets, the
project is an important step towards a fully operational ADR
mission; the mission proposed is a vital prerequisite in achieving
the ultimate goal of a cleaner Earth orbital environment.
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